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Hey there and welcome!
So you’re here because you are curious about what exactly The Love Scout is and you’re keen
to know more. Let me guess, you probably thought you’d never be in this situation of seeking
assistance in love & partnership, but you find yourself here because you are looking for
something real; a deep and genuine connection that doesn’t seem to be readily available out
there. You want a life partner and team player; someone to explore, share and grow with, and
enjoy everything that life has to offer!
This is such a normal thing to crave, and as AI and algorithms dictate our daily existence and
make us more addicted to our phones, the old school ways of meeting people are almost nonexistent. We are too connected to our phones and digital communities, which is making it
harder and harder to connect in real life. What happened to the old school ways of meeting
people out and about? You’re definitely not the only who is thinking this.
Congrats on getting up the courage to step out of your comfort zone even with this first little
step of considering something new. You’ve recognized that what you have been doing hasn’t
achieved the results you want, so you’ve actually decided to do something about it. That
already says a lot about the type of person you are; bold, insightful, curious, reflective.
Sometimes in life we’ve got to take a little risk for a great pay off. So, I ask you now, who do you
want to be in love? Do you want to sit in the bench or do you want to play on the field?
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So, what’s this all about?
As a Sydneysider and working professional, no doubt your calendar is brimming with obligations
to your daily life; work, friends, family, gym, life admin, sports, social events, maybe kids, and
the available time you have to scout out prospective partners is incredibly limited. And it’s not
just the time; it’s the emotional energy to screen through people who are not connecting with
you. And who could blame you?
However, the pursuit of love, happiness, friendship, intimacy, sex and companionship is
something that most of us are naturally seeking. You know that a great relationship can fill you
with euphoria, motivation, inspiration, tranquility and purpose. They can also be the antidote to
depression, loneliness & meaninglessness. It’s waking up on a Sunday morning to a warm body
in bed, a snuggle, a kiss on the forehead and a coffee at your side. It’s someone to sing in the
car with and make jokes with and soak up all of life’s little in between moments.
A great relationship can bring colour to your life, heart and soul; it can make life worth living. I
know this, and most likely you do too, and that is why I am so passionate about helping you find
and cultivate it in your life. I’m dedicating my life to helping others find love and companionship
because I truly believe that on your death bed, it is what matters most, and I want you to have
the richest, most fulfilling and loving time on this earth.
Who am I?
I’m The Love Scout, or just Scout to my friends (yeah seriously, that’s my legal name!) I have a
Bachelor’s from USYD in human relationships (my transcript covers everything from sex to love,
friendship, intimacy, the body, masculinity, sexuality and the philosophy of happiness). I’m
currently completing my Post Graduate Degree in Counselling and I’m the CEO of School of
Connection Sydney which runs educational relationship workshops (all the things you didn’t
learn at school). I have a deep passion for love and bringing people together so that they can
support each other as the best versions of themselves.
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Partnership Philosophy
Relationship is an umbrella term that describes many kinds of connections between two
people. The Love Scout definition of partnership is the equal union of two people dedicated to
building a life together. We believe there are 4C’s for partnership establishment, and 3G’s for
partnership endurance.


Chemistry – the initial spark that ignites our physical, sexual and physiological potential.



Connection – the emotional aspect of who the person is, who they are being, how they
are speaking, acting, behaving and how they make you feel.



Communication – the willingness and wanting to openly express, share and
communicate will be the lifeline to the relationship



Core Values – the intellectual piece where foundational beliefs are congruent and
aligned.



Growth – both parties are committed to their individual development (spiritual,
intellectual, emotional, physical, and financial), to the other and also the relationship
unit itself.



Gratitude – both parties strive to be in a perpetual state of offering thanks for what
they have in their lives, separately & individually (material/immaterial). They appreciate
the many obvious and subtle aspects of the other person’s character.



Gifting – being a state of selflessness and being more focused on the value that they can
provide. This can be expressed through time, presence, money, travel, physical gifts,
patience, touch, hugs, love making, kind words.

The 4C’s are what you need to start the fire. The 3G’s are what you need to keep the flame
burning for a lifetime. True love & partnership comes from the alignment of these 6 concepts.
Two individuals who share this mindset are bound for a flourishing, love, deep connection &
intimacy.
The screening process is very thorough and only accepts people who are in alignment with
these principles and who understand what it takes to create a great and lasting partnership.
This model is not for everyone, but it is for those who are ready. If you know who you are,
know what you want, and resonate with our partnership philosophy, then The Love Scout is for
you.
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What makes The Love Scout completely unique?
I, Scout, spend up to 3 hours getting to know every single client in person. There are no
algorithms or online profiles. Nothing is left to chance or tech.
The comprehensive personality profile (CPP) has 50 qualitative prompts. Every other matchmaking service bases their matches on what you like. We base our matches on who you are. Our
qualitative approach means we connect individuals that have the capacity to bond on a deep,
intimate and meaningful level. This is the most comprehensive profile in Australia.
We are incredibly discerning with our clientele. All clients must have self-awareness, be
committed to growth and in a strong mental capacity for developing a relationship. This results
in a very high quality clientele.
We run interactive workshops to make sure you have all the skills & tools you need. We want
you to bring your best self to the relationship so you can attract the best partner.
We integrate the best bits of psychology & philosophy into our profiling & workshops. There is a
science & education element to our work so that you get the best results.
We know it’s all about chemistry, values & the things that really matter. Lust wanes but genuine
connection, kindness, consistency and commitment make the strongest relationships.
Every other match-making service is about 20 years out of date! We provide a fresh perspective,
with a modern business model built to reflect modern times.
We offer additional one on one services. We don’t want you to just have a relationship; we
want you to have the deepest, most connected and rich relationship of your life and give you the
tools to make it go the distance.
We care about your happiness & quality of life well past your experience with us. We want you
to walk away with the tools to maintain your happiness until the end of your days.
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So, now what?
If this resonates with you, and you are keen to begin a new chapter in your life, contact us at
thelovescoutsydney@gmail.com or call 0410 030 463 to book in a package. I look forward to
on-boarding you and walking with you in this inspiring and unknown journey to love.
Not quite ready for The Love Scout?
No worries. This might feel like a big jump, or perhaps you just don’t feel relationship ready.
Don’t sweat it. We offer a variety of specialized one-on-one services to help get back to being
your best self and level up in all areas of love and relationships.

If you are interested in any of these services or wish to know more, visit us at
www.schoolofconnectionsydney.com, email us at schoolofconnectionsydney@gmail.com or
give us a call on 0410 030 463. We look forward to helping you enhance your experience of love
and happiness. Don’t wait for the one, become the one.
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